Colour management as we know it in digital photography is often more about strange
terminology than anything else, presenting itself in the form of profiles, gamut’s and unusual
numbers. But colour management goes deeper than that, it centres around human vision which
is a fundamental part of the visual arts, including photography. So I believe a deeper
understanding of human vision and the way it interacts with colour management can help us
unlock the potential in our images.

A fundamental principle of vision is found in the interaction of colour. Leonardo Da Vinci wrote of
these effects in his notebooks some 500 years ago, and his observations are just as relevant today. “Of
several colours, all equally white, that will look whitest which is against the darkest background. And
black will look intensest against the whitest background. And red will look most vivid against the
yellowest background; and the same is the case with all colours when surrounded by their strongest
contrasts.” In essence Leonardo noted here that colour pereption is influenced by its surround.

The effect of a deep black can be counter intuitive. To
brighten the appearance of an image, it might seem more
logical to increase the exposure rather than lower the
blacks, but a deeper black may be exactly what’s needed.
In the same way, coated photographic papers with deep
blacks, like glossy or baryta papers, can appear to have
“that will look whitest which is against the darkest background”

more punch than rag or matte papers, even though the
paper itself is just as bright. The blacks do the heavy
lifting.
We spend most of our lives observing colour without
much conscious thought, yet we find ourselves using these
largely unnoticed visual effects artistically and technically
in our image making.

“And red will look most vivid against the yellowest background”
You be the judge, the point here is the effect of different coloured backgrounds on an adjacent colour.

In colour science, a related effect was studied by Bartleson and Breneman. Just as contrast
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Ansel Adam’s Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico on a white and black background
The Bartleson-Breneman effect: The black background appears to lighten the darkest areas of the image more than a white
background darkens the light areas. This effect reduces the perceived contrast of images displayed with dark backgrounds.

The Bartleson-Breneman effect can easily be seen

‘Chromatic adaption’ or ‘colour adaption’ is often hidden

‘white balance’ is the cameras answer to chromatic

in photo editing suites like Photoshop when the

in plain sight. Even changes to the colour of our own skin

adaption. It re-proportions the redness, greenness and

background colour is alternated between light and

go largely unnoticed as the light changes colour over the

blueness of an image to shift the overall colour and

dark.

day. We would notice very quickly though if a camera

compensate for changes in lighting, in much the same way

didn’t make the same adaptions. In photographic terms,

our eyes do.

As can be seen in the Moonrise Hernandez
example, a dark surround causes the shadow areas
to appear lighter. The vegetation has become
luminous and the dark sky no longer feels black,
the overall contrast seems lower. A white
background has less affect on the light tones in an
image so contrast is less affected. Slide films,
which were typically viewed with a projector in a
darkened room, countered the effect with a higher
contrast rendering.

A darkened background can be effective if used
appropriately, but as Moonrise Hernandez shows,
an unexpected background can have a significant
effect on appearance, not only in contrast but to
the overall feeling of an image. The overall
emphasis and hierarchy of features can shift and
tell a different story.
A scene from Orpheus Island, Queensland
The image on the left has been automatically white balanced by the camera, providing a fairly neutral interpretation that
cancels out the early morning warmth. You could say the camera has over adapted. In strongly coloured light our eyes don’t
completely adapt as the image is shown here, so we still recognise the colour in the light around us.
The image on the right has been daylight white balanced (ie compared with daylight), which reveals the warmth in the early
morning light. This version retains the feel of an early morning sunrise to me.

Unlike white balance, chromatic adaption in the human experience
goes beyond the eye. It’s also a cognitive effect, that is, in our minds.
The colours we perceive are influenced not only by the light, but by a
recognition of real-world objects, the way they’re illuminated and our
memories of those colours.

Take this image for example, captured 30 minutes after the previous
scene and from a different position on the beach. White rocks are
scattered across the foreground, but a closer look shows their actual
colour, as captured, ranges from peach to bluish grey. The illusion is
caused by ‘discounting the illuminant’, a cognitive effect which
interprets an objects colour by observation of a scene and the way it’s
illuminated.

Some time ago, I was drawn to a patch of vibrant green ferns on a trail
near my home and took some photographs. Unfortunately, when I
viewed the pictures later I found them dull and lifeless. Instead of
vibrant greens I saw the blue-grey surface reflections of an overcast
day. In the three-dimensional world I had been immersed in the same
light as the ferns, I could see the fronds from all directions and
differentiated their true colour from the reflected surface glare.
Surface reflections can be a funny thing, they move as we move and
are easily discounted. To some extent, polarising filters which
Colour samples of the ‘white’ rock show that in this photo its actually
more like a peach on top where illuminated by the sun and a bluish
grey in the shadows.

increase colourfulness by reducing surface glare, can help a
photograph display colours that better resemble our experience. If not
overdone!

Hunt and Stevens studied the effects of luminance on human vision. Hunt
showed that objects appear more colourful in brighter light by running
experiments where each eye was presented with a scene at different
luminance levels.

We only need to walk outside with a print in hand to see this for ourselves.
The same effect can be seen when a poorly illuminated print is viewed
beside a bright screen. Not only is the print darker, but it appears less
colourful at no fault of its own. No wonder prints can be criticised for
Simulation of the Hunt and Stevens effects on a print
When viewed in daylight the print may appear colourful like the picture above.
When viewed in low light, the print seems to lose colour and contrast like the picture below.
The same effect occurs all objects as the light intensity changes.

being dull!

The Stevens effect is related to the Hunt effect and describes an increase in
contrast with luminance. In strong light, whites appear whiter and blacks
appear blacker. The effect is most noticeable when the differences in
illumination are large. Dark values are affected the most, which squash
closer together in lower light levels.

As with other colour perceptions, the Hunt and Stevens effects can find
their way into our photo editing, with saturation and contrast used to
represent luminance levels not possible in the photograph itself.

When it comes to viewing screens and prints,

Illuminate the entire room with warmer lighting

things can get a little bit weird. Most interior

which matches the screen.

lighting is fairly warm, around 3000 - 5000

with a warm ‘spot-light’ with matches the screen.

C. Illuminate the print

Kelvin, while many screens use a cooler white
point between 5000 - 6500 Kelvin, making them

Options A or B are likely to be reliable in most

appear blueish by comparison. These mixed

situations because they match the colour temperature

lighting scenarios lead to trouble when comparing

of the screen with its viewing environment. In this

screens and prints. Not only will the print appear

particular scenario, A is likely best because 5000K is

warm in comparison with the screen, but the eye’s

similar to natural daylight which we adapt to better

adaption to the screen may be incomplete, leading

than strongly cool or warm lighting.

1. Screen calibrated to 3000K to match the ambient room lighting. The print
and screen match well and the print matched expectations. I was well adapted
to the 3000K light source, so this photo represents how it looked.

to confusion and what I’ll call ‘distorted colour’.
Option C, the spotlight, could be useful if evaluating
Experiments have found that incomplete adaption

the print under a specific light source, but that won’t

to the screen can affect some colours more than

help it match the screen. When I tried, the print still

others, with light and neutral colours having better

appeared more or less neutral, while the screen

adaption than dark or vibrant ones. Even the type

appeared much warmer, even though it had the same

of scene can influence these perceptions. A

colour temperature. That’s because chromatic

calibrated screen is a great start, but won’t solve

adaption is influenced by the method of illumination

these problems on it’s own.

as well. Screens are self-luminous and have no
reference light source other than themselves, while

In my experiment, bottom right, the laptop screen
appeared warm when viewed in a room
illuminated by cooler lighting. To improve the
visual match between print and screen in this
situation, one of three options might be
considered:

A. Re-calibrate the screen to a

cooler white point to match the room lighting. B.

prints are reflective and will always be illuminated by
an external source. So unlike a screen, the paper can
be recognised for what it is, a neutral object
illuminated by a another light.

2. Screen still calibrated to 3000K, with the ambient room lighting changed to
5000K. There was a poor visual match between the print and screen. My
colour adaption was influenced most strongly by the cool room lighting,
making the screen appear warm and the prediction of printed colours difficult.
After some time with the screen my adaption improved, but was never
complete. This photo represents how it looked, a poor match.
If you’re thinking the soft proofing tools in Photoshop will save the day, think
again. Soft proofing can be useful but isn’t a complete solution. A suitable
screen calibration and viewing environment is still needed and comparisons can
be influenced by inconsistencies between different printer profiles as well.

There’s no single solution which will suit all viewing environments and in the end a print

Unless the match is very close, it’s best to evaluate the screen and print separately with a little

needs to be viewed under it’s intended lighting, anything else falls short of the truth. We

time for adaption in between. To help adjust the screen colour temperature, some screen

can try to avoid visual confusion along the way by avoiding mixed lighting between the

calibration devices can measure the temperature of the room lighting and build the profile to

screen and viewing space and minimising any influences from surrounds like strongly

match, providing quite usable results as long as the lighting remains consistent and you are

coloured walls. If you edit images in a room illuminated by daylight, you might need a

actually adapted to the measured colour temperature. If this doesn’t work, it might at least

cooler screen white point than someone working under warm artificial lights. If you have

point you in the right direction.

control over the lighting environment, a D50 (5,000K) white point is a good place to start,
similar to natural daylight. For casual print evaluation, a good match between print and
screen is usually achieved if a blank sheet of your favourite printing paper has a similar
appearance to a white shown on the screen, without being overly warm, cool, light, or dark.

Screen calibrations can sometimes have unexpected results. Two monitors calibrated to the
same colour temperature won’t necessarily be identical. The monitors shown here were both
calibrated to D50 (5000K). One shows a bias towards magenta and the other towards green,
despite the calibration software indicating a near perfect D50 outcome for each. Colorimeters,
those little devices which are used to measure and calibrate screens aren’t perfect and we
shouldn’t expect them to be. They use trichromatic (red, green and blue) sensors with similar
properties to the human eye. As far as colour instruments go, they are relatively simple and
don’t measure the entire light spectrum like more sophisticated instruments do. That’s not to
say the results aren’t good, it’s just that the resulting colour temperature can be slightly off
target. Before I noticed a magenta bias with my screen, I wondered why some prints could
appear slightly greener than expected. A simple shift to the screens white point was all I
needed. In fact, each of us will see the colour of a screen slightly differently anyway, even
with a ‘perfect’ instrument calibrating it.

Left: Two screens calibrated to the same colour temperature may end up with slightly different white points, despite profiling software indicating the same result. Here the Eizo has biased towards
magenta, and the iMac towards green, yet both have a colour temperature of about 5000K. The calibrations were performed with different tools and software to the same D50 target.
If an instrument is trying to interpret colour as the human eye does, we also have to wonder who’s eyes it will match. We all see colour a little differently, so a match to the instrument will be different
for each person. Some may see these screens as a match or even biased in the opposite direction (iMac towards magenta and Eizo towards green). This picture was taken with a phone which could
also be considered a ‘colour instrument’ with its own colour bias.
Right: The resulting colour temperature of each screen verses the target, as measured by a spectrophotometer which is a more sophisticated instrument than the colorimeters used to calibrate screens.
These results aligned better with the difference I could see. The original screen profiling software had indicated that both screens hit the target shown by the black dot.
You don’t need to be too nit-picky, but if you’re niggled by a colour inconsistency, it might be worth investigating further. Consider ambient lighting, surrounding colours and your own visual
perception. For print viewing, make sure you have a decent quality light source, preferably with a CRI of around 90 or above. A green/magenta shift like this could be fine-tuned in some profiling
software by using x-y colour co-ordinates, rather than sticking to daylight referenced targets like D50 or D65 which will adjust in the blue/yellow direction only. I will admit though, that fine tuning by
eye can take some practise and may not be worth the effort for general use. Close enough can be good enough. At the end of the day we need prints that just look good!

We usually perceive papers as white because we adapt so
well to their colour tint, especially in the absence of
another reference white. Some papers are a near perfect
neutral, others are warmer, cooler, lighter or darker.

Each paper suits a different type of image. ‘Portrait’
papers would normally be on the warm side and not
necessarily the best choice for an Arctic ice cave which
deserves a cooler or more neutral paper.

Screen calibrations can be fine-tuned with paper colour in
mind if desired, but it’s OBA’s (optical brightening agents)
which really throw a spanner in the works. OBA’s are
added to some papers to brighten them, they convert
ultraviolet light falling on the paper into a bluish visible
light. Some light sources like LED’s don’t contain any
ultraviolet light, like natural daylight does, so OBA papers
can appear to shift in colour depending on the light source.
If printing with these papers just be aware of the potential
for a mixed personality! If framing, be careful how you
match them with the matboard surround!

Each paper has a cool, neutral or warm tint, which becomes most obvious when compared together. When viewed individually
they can appear equally white. The blueish paper shown here contains OBA’s which give a blue tint when viewed under a light
source containing UV, in this case a camera flash.

Another common printing question is “why are my prints

editing environment. To avoid flare on the screen, use a

as it seems. Assuming you already know how to print

too dark?”. May I suggest: lighting, editing and

hood and avoid direct light on the screen if possible.

consistently, I would suggest printing a greyscale on some

expectation. Just as colour temperature can be matched

favourite papers to see how tonal values are reproduced in

between the screen and viewing environment for a more

I was once criticised for suggesting that the histogram in

comparison with the screen. The printed greyscale makes

reliable match, so can the luminance level.

editing software can be used to check the image prior to

an excellent reference for future prints as well.

printing because “we don’t print histograms...”, but this
Editing with an overly brightened screen or in a darkened

misses the point that the visual system evaluates tones

It’s incredible how much can be learned through such a

room may lead to problems similar to the Bartleson and

based on their surround and we are easily misled. The

simple exercise, the process can have us discovering

Breneman example. It can lead to false expectations of

histograms helps keep things in order.

answers to many new questions.

luminance in a print. In my view, it’s better that paper
white and screen white are relatively well matched in your

A lot can be learned by experiment. A practical way to
predict the tonality of prints is with a greyscale, as boring

A simple greyscale like this one can be a handy way to figure out how different tones will be printed, which
may not be evident in prints of photographs alone.

Colour perceptions can be used expressively too. I believe

Shakespeare’s McBeth explains it best: “They earn our

meaning to imply the negative connotations, I think photo

that ‘memory’ colours like green grass, blue sky or skin

trust by telling us the truth about little things, but then they

editing can be similar. Adjustment of familiar colours and

tones have a unique role to play. Perhaps a quote from

betray us when it will damage us the most.”. Without

objects in a scene sets a precedence for everything else.
Memory colours can fit
within our expectations or
deviate from them. Either
way, they set a benchmark
for way we relate to an
image and the colour
relationships within.

This image belongs to a series of
mine which was made over
several years. Each image takes
a different approach to colour,
responding to my experience at
the time.
The perception of light and
colour varies greatly from hour to
hour, day to day and year to year
as the sun moves, the weather
changes and the seasons pass.
Colour perceptions can be used
in photography, drawing on the
real and imagined in a
personalised way.

We live in a world of colour. Unique visual sensations can be found in the chaos of the built up world, or out in the natural environment
where time, seasons and weather bring the unexpected. At times our recollections can be hazy and biased by a lifetime of illusion. This
complex play between eye, mind and world is still being studied by colour scientists worldwide and continues to be practised by artists and
photographers like ourselves. There will always be more to learn.

Modern technology has brought new possibilities, along with increasing layers of complexity and visual problems to solve. So perhaps
it’s no surprise that these often unnoticed colour effects can cause us to stumble along the way. Fortunately, it makes little difference if
we’re looking at screens, prints or the landscape itself, the underlying principles of light and vision are consistent and can still be explored
in new and exciting ways.
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